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NEWSLETTER SEPTEMBER 2 016

•
•
•
•
•

Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC),
Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria.
Date and time: Wednesday 28 September at 19h15.
Programme:
Beginner’s Corner:."" by Michael Moller.
What’s Up? by Danie Barnardo.
10 minute break — library will be open.
Main talk: “The historical significance of the computer that took us to the Moon”
by Francois Rautenbach. *
Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.
The chairperson at the meeting will be Bosman Olivier.

* See page 4 for a summary of his talk.
Friday 23 September from Sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also situated at CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road.
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Chairman’s Report for the meeting of 24 August 2016
- by Johan Smi t
Our planned chairperson for the evening could not attend and Johan
Smit stood in at short notice.
The evening started with a beautiful time lapse movie made by Johan
Moolman about the 2016 Karoo star party in July. I am sure that this is the
best summary of such a special event and it has inspired many members to
enquire about attending the next one.
Michael Poll started the official part of the evening with a very fascinating
talk about the naming of lunar features. It started with a plan devised by the
Italian Jesuit astronomer Giovani Battista Riccioli. In 1651 he published a
lunar map, and his naming “system” is still in use today.
His plan divided the Moon up in 8 sectors, and the objects in each
sector were named after a theme:
Working clockwise: features are named in a historical time line:
Ancient Greeks
Romans
Early Christians
Mediaeval scholars – Christian and Muslim
Riccioli’s contemporaries in easternmost part of moon. Last to be seen on
moon waxing to full.
Michael took us on a tour through each sector pointing out highlights
and exceptions as well as very interesting facts about each name.
Fred Oosthuizen presented what’s up in September 2016. Interestingly, he also pointed out some lunar features to look out for in the month of
September. He also advised on the M objects that are visible in the Scorpio /
Sagittarius region of the sky. September is a good month to view these objects as they all are high in the sky early in the evening.
Continuing on the lunar theme, the main speaker was Johan Smit and
he discussed the upcoming partial (from our location) solar eclipse of 1 September 2016. Normally Michael Poll would be called upon to do such a talk,
because no one knows the various cycles involved as well as he does.
Seeing that Michael was already doing a talk, Johan had to step up
and try and do justice to a very fascinating subject. The different solar and
lunar orbital cycles were explained and how they interact to form series of
similar eclipses, called Saros cycles.
Very interesting comments about this, future and past eclipses were
made by various members of the audience, with Michael Poll leading everyone with the most fascinating snippets of information.
Despite Johan’s amateurish attempt, the 1 September eclipse was
well observed by various members, and many good photographs and videos
were sent around.
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Summary of “What’s Up?” to be presented on 28 September 2016
- by Danie Barnardo
OCTOBER 2016:
Saturn, Mars, Venus and Antares affords many spectacular groupings during October
in the West early in the evening.
October 1 - New Moon. The Moon will be located on the same side of the Earth as the
Sun and will not be visible in the night sky.
This is the best time of the month to observe faint objects such as galaxies and star
clusters because there is no moonlight to interfere.
3-4 October 2016 - Venus close to the Crescent Moon.
6 October 2016 - Crescent Moon close to Saturn.
7 October: Interesting grouping of Venus, Saturn, Mars, Moon and Antares at about
19:00 low in the West
8 October 2016 - Mars close to the Moon.
9-10 October 2016 - Mars close to Globular Cluster M22.
15 October - Uranus at Opposition. The blue-green planet will be at its closest approach to Earth and its face will be fully illuminated by the Sun. It will be brighter than
any other time of the year and will be visible all night long. This is the best time to view
Uranus. Due to its distance, the planet will only appear as a tiny blue-green dot in all
but the most powerful telescopes. Distance: 18.95AU average: 19.25AU from the Sun.
17.95AU from Earth on 15 October.
16 October - Full Moon, Supermoon. The Moon will be located on the opposite side of
the Earth as the Sun and its face will be will be fully illuminated. This is the first of
three supermoons for 2016. The Moon will be at its closest approach to the Earth and
may look slightly larger and brighter than usual.
17 October - The Moon is only 357,900 km from Earth, opposed to 404,427 km on 30
October.
18 – 19 October - Moon near Aldebaran (around midnight).
20 & 21 October - Orionids Meteor Shower. The Orionids is an average shower producing up to 20 meteors per hour at its peak. It is produced by dust grains left behind
by comet Halley. The shower runs annually from October 2 to November 7. It peaks
this year on the night of October 21 and the morning of October 22. The last quarter
moon will block some of the fainter meteors this year, but the Orionids tend to be fairly
bright so it could still be a good show. Best viewing will be from a dark location after
midnight.
28 October - Saturn, Antares and Venus very close together low in the West at about
19:00
30 October - New Moon. The Moon will located on the same side of the Earth as the
Sun and will not be visible in the night sky. This phase occurs at 17:38 UTC. This is
the best time of the month to observe faint objects such as galaxies and star clusters
because there is no moonlight to interfere.
The Silver Coin or Silver Dollar Galaxy in Sculptor (NGC253) is well situated for viewing during October and is one of the finest galaxies to observe, as is the Andromeda
Galaxy in Andromeda; the closest Galaxy to the Milky way and the largest in the Local
Group of Galaxies. The Andromeda Galaxy is situated low in the North before midnight and it is a good time to view our neighbour.
Scorpius is disappearing from view in the West, while Orion and Canis Major is rising
in the East as the seasons change.
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Summary of main talk to be given on 28 September
The Apollo Moon project was without doubt one of man'
s greatest achievements and spurred advances in many fields including avionics, telecommunications
and computers.
When NASA awarded the contract to develop the Apollo Guidance and Navigation computer to MIT, they could not have realised the impact that this decision
would have on the world 50 years later.
In this talk, I will explain how the Apollo Guidance Computer (AGC) kickstarted the computer revolution and changed our world forever.
He will bring along the real hardware, so we can see and touch bits of history.
Some You-Tube videos of his work:https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WquhaobDqLU&list=PLw9205HNg8FFJxxgbVTxo5Z60BmlbMM1P&index=1

Feature of the month: Proxima Centauri’s awesome new planet
Proxima Centauri (PC) is a red dwarf star about 4.25 light-years from the Sun. It is
one star in a triple star system named Alpha Centauri that is located in the constellation
Centaurus. PC is the nearest star to the Sun. A planet orbiting in the habitable zone of PC
has been discovered. It was dubbed Proxima b. The planet is a little more massive than
Earth and its year is only 11 Earth days long. There is a potential for liquid water to exist
on its surface, and it is therefore a possible abode for alien life.
Below: An artist’s depiction of the surface of the planet Proxima b. Proxima Centauri is
rising on the planet’s horizon as the planet rotates on its axis. There are low clouds near
the surface of the planet. The double star Alpha Centauri AB appears to the upper right of
Proxima Centauri.

http://earthsky.org/space/next-nearest-star-has-a-planet
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ASSA / ESSA Stargazing event 24 September 2016 in Magaliesburg
The annual combined star gazing event between ASSA and ESSA (Exploration Society of SA) is happening on Saturday 24 September 2016.
The venue is again at the Bushtrails Camp site near Magaliesburg.
The sky is quite good. And the company too, making this one of the nicer events.
Everyone is invited to join in.
I have tentatively booked a dormitory with 8 beds for those from ASSA Pretoria that
wish to sleep over.
When you book, mention that you wish to be accommodated in this dormitory,
unless you have other plans.
Camp sites are available too.
The costs for the event are:
Entrance fee: (Per Person) Payable on arrival.
R35 For paid up ESSA/ASSA members;
R55 for guests; this includes children.
Free entry for anyone bringing a telescope (one person per telescope only)
Camping: R65 per person. Payable with booking.
Dormitory: R65 per person. Payable with booking
ESSA will also be having the Potjie Cooking Challenge which was such a tasty
success last year. If you would like to participate let me know- we will reimburse
you for the cost of your ingredients and provide a pot if you don'
t have one. Dinner
will include all the potjies, as well as salads and bread, and will be available at R80
per person (free for the chefs).
Breakfast, on Sunday morning can be booked at R80 per person.
Please note:
ALL MEALS AND ACCOMMODATION MUST BE PRE-BOOKED AND PRE-PAID
You pay the entry fee upon arrival.
Booking payments must be made to:
Please make an EFT to my account with the reference STARS/Your Surname
Mariam Alkhalifa
Nedbank
Account 1970752815
Sort Code 197005
You can Contact Mariam Isa from ESSA at mariamisa45@gmail.com if you are
interested - please also let her know if you are coming to the stargazing, how many
people you will be bringing with you, whether you plan to stay overnight, and if so
what sort of accommodation you would like. (First come first served for the noncamping options)
The event begins at 15:00, but you can arrive any time during the day.
I hope to see many of ASSA Pretoria’s members there.
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Report for Observing Evening on Friday August 19th 2016
- by Michael Poll
We had two lots of visitors to our observing evening, one a church group
from Centurion, and the 20 third year Medunsa students who are annual regulars. Too many people to count, but at least 50. Centre members responded to
the call and so there were 12 telescopes. Our church visitors made it also a social occasion – there was braaing and we were treated to worsie rolls.
The sky was clear, but with the seasonal dust cloud around the horizon.
Venus and Jupiter were in the west. Venus showing a slight gibbous phase, but it
was quite low down and soon went behind a tree. Jupiter lost some brightness in
the dust, but the equatorial cloud belts were seen, and three moons. We were
able to tell people watch Venus catching up with Jupiter, because it moves
around the sun faster, and that the two planets would be close to each other on
August 27th. Mercury was also just south (left) of Jupiter, people were encouraged to watch the interplay of these three planets during the last few days of August.
In a triangle high overhead were Mars, Saturn and Antares, Mars is still the
brighter of the three. Guests were reminded to watch the shape of the triangle
change on a daily basis, and to notice that the three would be in straight line on
August 24th.
A visitor said to Michael that he understood that the planets were all in the
same plane, so it was easy to point out the rough line that joined Venus to Jupiter and on to Saturn and Mars, and talk about the zodiacal constellations. The
position of Mercury showed that the planets were not in exactly the same plane.
One lady asked Michael about the Southern Cross (which was also getting
lost in the dust). She had noticed that the Cross does not set in Cape Town, so
this led on to a discussion about the effects of a change in latitude on the visibility of the constellations, and also on to a discussion about south celestial and
north celestial poles. We noted that the Plough, with its two Pointers to the Pole
Star, can be seen from Pretoria low down in the north on April evenings.
There were a number of children there, and they appreciated the view of
the planets, and of Saturn in particular. One commented about the fact that they
were learning about the planets at school.
Apart from the planets, a number of other objects were shown, including
Messier 7 in Scorpius, which was surprising sight to many, considering that they
may have seen pictures of the planets before. Alpha Centauri was also shown, A
and B are still a tight pair, although they will open up over the next few years.
The 36 hours-past-full Moon rose at 7.00 pm, it took about an hour to clear
the trees to the east, but we had good views thereafter. As well as casual viewing, both adults and children were encouraged to look at specific features, including the craters Grimaldi, (the darkest spot on the Moon), Aristarchus (the brightest spot), Copernicus and Plato. Someone commented on the rays from Tycho.
The craters Langrenus and Petavius, which were right on the lunar sunset terminator, were pointed out as excellent examples of craters having central peaks.
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Observing: NGC 6134, a delicate beauty - by Magda Streicher
The constellation Norma – the carpenter’s level and square – was introduced by Lacaille
in 1752. The constellation is snugly tucked away between Ara and Lupus at the edge of the
Milky Way. Norma contains just a handful of naked-eye stars, none of which bears an official
name. NGC 6134, also known as Bennett 76, or Dunlop 412, Cr 303, is a special open cluster,
approximately 4 000 light years away.
The cluster members with various magnitudes are in a sort of roundish shape. Faint stars
randomly spread outwards in strings with obvious pairs to add to the delicate beauty. A number
of stars, quite outstanding, can be seen forming a ring around the north-western side of the cluster. At the southern end is a very lovely blue-white star of magnitude 9, a little outstanding along
with a long ray of faint stars just to the west pointing south. The star field is a sprinkling of faint
stars, which shows that the Milky Way is not far away.
NGC 6134 shares the field of view with Hogg 19, only 10’ to the north-east. It shows only
a few magnitude 11 stars, relatively close together and only 4’ in size. In the course of my studies around the Hogg cluster project a few years ago I did some research on the person I believed
to be behind the list of Hogg numbered objects.
Helen Swayer Hogg was well-known during her lifetime, and attached to the University of
Canada. I made contact with her son, David, and so even I got to know his mother quite well
through his letters. Well, I'
m also only human and later found out through Auke Slotegraaf that I
had the wrong Hogg! The "real Hogg" who compiled the list of 23 objects was Arthur Robert
Hogg, who was born in Victoria, Australia in 1903. He became an astronomer only at the age of
43, then worked at Mount Stromlo Observatory in Australia for the rest of his professional life. He
was a quiet, well-liked man who was prepared to work slowly and carefully. His list of 23 clusters
is a nice observing project to undertake. So in the end, to have made contact with a professional
and also a little bit of history in the mix made it all worthwhile.
Object
NGC 6134
Hogg 19

Type
Open Cluster
Open Cluster

RA
16h 27m 0.7s
16h 28m 0.8s

DEC
-49° 09’ 24”
-49° 07’ 25”

Mag
7.2
9

Size
7’
4’
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Noteworthy astronomy-related articles on the Internet
Observing
•

Alpha Centauri, closest to our Sun. Follow the links to learn more about Alpha Centauri.
h ttp ://earth s ky. org /b r ig h test -st ar s/al p h a- c en tau r i- is- th e-n ea re st-b r ig h t-st ar ?
utm_source=EarthSky%20News&utm_campaign=58e03c36a0EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-58e03c36a0-394671529

Extraterestrial life
•

Do no harm to life on Mars? Ethical limits of Prime Directive. The discovery of extraterrestrial life would clearly rank as one of the most important in human history. But what is the
moral status of extraterrestrial life forms? http://earthsky.org/space/do-no-harm-to-life-onm a r s - e t h i c a l - l i m i t s - o f - p r i m e - d i r e c t i v e ?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=01b74b8cb2EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-01b74b8cb2-394671529

Solar system
•

•

•

NASA prepares to sample an asteroid. NASA is leading the OSIRIS-REx seven-year
sample return mission to asteroid Bennu. It is an international collaboration.
http://earthsky.org/space/osiris-rex-asteroid-sample-return-mission-bennu
New look at Mercury’s peaks and valleys. First global topographic map of Mercury shows
the whole surface of our solar system’s innermost planet. http://earthsky.org/space/newl o o k - a t - m e r c u r y s - p e a k s - a n d - v a l l e y s ?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=b1a1678127EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-b1a1678127-394671529
When will 2007 OR10 get a name? 2007 OR10 is now known as the third-largest dwarf
planet. It’s about a third smaller than Pluto. It’s the largest unnamed body in our solar system.
http:// earths ky. org/sp ac e/ when- will-2007-or 10-get -a-name?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=d13b61f19eEarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-d13b61f19e-394671529

Origin of life
•

Have we been wrong about life’s origin? For 90 years, science’s favourite explanation for
the origin of life has been that of the “primordial soup”. But recent research adds weight to
an alternative idea. http://earthsky.org/earth/have-we-been-wrong-about-lifes-origin

Exoplanets
•

Just 40 light-years away, 3 potentially habitable planets. Earth-like planets aren'
t exclusively orbiting Sun-like stars. Ultra cool dwarf star TRAPPIST-1 hosts 3 potentially habitable
exoplanets. http://earthsky.org/space/3-potentially-habitable-planets-just-40-light-yearsaway?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=9b79824399EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-9b79824399-394671529

•

Four mini-Neptunes orbiting in lockstep. The four Neptune-size planets around the star
Kepler-223 – all nestled close to the star – are orbiting in a unique resonance. See an animati on .
h ttp ://earth sky.org /sp ac e/fou r-m in i-n ep tu n es- orb itin g -in -l o ck-st ep ?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=9b79824399EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-9b79824399-394671529

•

Giant impacts typical for Earth-like worlds. An advanced computer simulation suggests
that newly forming Earth-like worlds are likely to suffer a giant impact, like that thought to
have created our moon. http://earthsky.org/space/giant-impacts-typical-for-earth-likewor lds ?u tm _s ou rc e= E arth S ky + News&u tm _c amp aign= 812c 50acd 7EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-812c50acd7-394671529
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Basics: The heliostat - by Pierre Lourens
A heliostat (from helios, the Greek word for Sun, and stat, as in stationary) is a device
that includes a mirror, usually a plane mirror, which turns so as to keep reflecting sunlight toward
a predetermined target, compensating for the Sun'
s apparent motions in the sky. The target may
be a physical object, distant from the heliostat, or a direction in space. To do this, the reflective
surface of the mirror is kept perpendicular to the bisector of the angle between the directions of
the Sun and the target as seen from the mirror. When the mirror rotates at half the angular speed
as that of the Sun, this will be the case.
Its application in astronomy is in solar telescopes. It reflects a beam of sunlight into the
stationary telescope. Older types of heliostats were controlled by clockwork. Most modern heliostats are controlled by computers. The computer is given the latitude and longitude of the heliostat'
s position on the earth and the time and date. From these, using astronomical theory, it calculates the direction of the Sun as seen from the mirror, e.g. its azimuth and altitude. Then, given
the direction of the target, the computer calculates the direction of the required angle-bisector,
and sends control signals to motors, often stepper motors, so they turn the mirror to the correct
alignment. This sequence of operations is repeated frequently to keep the mirror properly oriented.
Mirror
Sun

Bisector

Fixed direction of target
The McMath - Pierce solar telescope at Kitt
Peak National Observatory in Arizona, USA.
A heliostat at the top of the vertical tower
directs the Sun's light down the slanted shaft.
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The Small Magellanic Cloud. Photographs by Johan Moolman.

Take note
Two asteroids passed close by Earth very recently - too close for comfort.
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/news.php?feature=6615
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/1698617/a-massive-asteroid-zoomed-terrifyingly-close-toearth-and-no-one-knew-it-was-coming/

APOCALYPSE NOW?
Planet Nibiru has appeared in the sky and DOOMSDAY is on the way!
Read this: https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/1658693/planet-nibiru-has-appeared-in-the-sky-anddoomsday-is-on-the-way-conspiracy-theorist-claims/
And then this, which debunks it: http://www.science20.com/robert_inventor/
no_there_isnt_a_planet_called_nibiru_soon_to_hit_earth_and_often_visible_in_your_photos_of_
the_sun-157804
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M42, the Great Nebula in Orion.
Photograph by Johan Moolman.

Astronomy- related images and video clips on the Internet
•

First photos of Jupiter's poles. http://www.businessinsider.com/juno-jupiter-north-poleaurora-images-2016-9

•

See Johan Moolman’s excellent time-lapse video clip “The night of the Marathon”
compiled from photographs taken at the last Karoo Star Party. Go to http://
www.coloursofcreation.co.za/albums.php?catID=2
Then left click on the green box labeled “Astrophotography”.
Ride along as a rocket lands. A rocket cam gives you a ringside seat on the view from
space, as Blue Origin’s New Shepard rocket plummets earthward for an upright landing.
http://earthsky. org/ space/ vid eo-rid e-al ong-as-a-rocket -lands?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=d13b61f19eEarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-d13b61f19e-394671529

•

•

Glorious new images show Titan’s dunes.
http://earthsky.org/space/july-25-flyby-images-titan-cassini-saturn
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Johan Moolman’s photographs of the solar eclipse of 1 September 2016.
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Pretoria Centre committee
Chairman
Johan Smit
Vice Chairman
Michael Poll
Secretary
Michael Poll
Newsletter Editor
Pierre Lourens
Events
Michael Moller
Librarian and
Webmaster
Danie Barnardo
Curator of Instruments Johan Smit
Public Relations Officer Fred Oosthuizen
Observing Coordinator Percy Jacobs
Treasurer and
Membership Secretary Michelle Ferreira
Member
Bosman Olivier

072 806 2939
074 473 4785
074 473 4785
072 207 1403
082 789 8968
084 588 6668
072 806 2939
072 373 2865
060 883 8106
073 173 0168
082 883 1869

newsletters: All old
newsletters from January 2004
onward are on our website.
They contain a record of our
Centre’s activities as well as
astronomical information.
Database: Members are reminded that a database of the
books in our library is to be
found on our website. The database was created by Danie
Barnardo, one of our committee members.

